
KLEAN’S  SOLUTION 

That is where the KLEAN company comes in. KLEAN's innovative solution 

creates an active barrier that kills bacteria such as MRSA & C. diff, fungi 

such as Candida Auris, and mold on contact for an extended period  

Bacteria Barrier

PREVENTION IS KEY

ADVANCED APPROACH 
We all know know firsthand that bacteria, fungi, and mold spread fast.

High exposure areas create a breeding ground for bacteria and 

infections to grow and spread. Disinfectants can’t keep up. They stop 

working when they dry and do not provide 
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KLEAN's surface solution kills bacteria, 

fungi and mold on contact and continues 

to kill for at least 90 days.  Proven in an 

active hospital over four years. 

90 Day Protection Alcohol-Free
KLEAN solutions are chemical-free, 

alcohol-free, and water-based so only 

poses a threat to bacteria, fungi & mold. 

KLEAN’s surface solution is EPA approved, 

meets FDA standards, and improves air 

quality by reducing airborne pathogens. 

Non-Toxic & Safe

C. diff’s persistence on surface is up to 5 months while MRSA’s persistence is 7 months. The average adult can touch as many as

30 objects every 60 seconds, including high-traffic surfaces like doorknobs, switches, chairs, tables and more. We touch our 

nose over 100 times a day which can transfer the bacteria or fungi we picked up from the surface or shaking hands.  

Traditional disinfectants work until they dry and then they are useless. KLEAN’s solution creates an active barrier that kills 

bacteria, fungi & mold on contact and continues to work after it dries. On porous and non-porous surfaces, KLEAN continues to 

kill for 90 days.  KLEAN’s goal is to significantly reduce preventable infections.

Students, teachers, patients, visitors and staffs all deserve a healthy environment that protects them from preventable

harm. For maximum protection, we recommend an Infection Control Program focused on prevention.  
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P R O V E N

Developed Specifically for High Risk Areas
Our products deliver one of a kind protection against the spread of bacteria and mold. 

Our team will treat all of your school’s surfaces including entry and exit points, door 

handles, classrooms, bathrooms, AC ducts and more. We will also treat school buses to 

mitigate the spread of bacteria to and from school.

To maximize effectiveness, we recommend schools offer KLEAN's hand protectant at key 

traffic areas and treat school uniforms and gym towels with KLEAN's fabric protectant.

Key Benefits   

Provide a safer, healthy environment for students, staff and parents

Increase student and staff attendance; resulting in increased cash flow 

Be a leader in bacterial protection

Increase faculty retention and attract top talent

Boost your reputation in the community

Surface Protectant 
KLEAN's surface solution is an alcohol-free, non-toxic, 

EPA approved, water-based solution that creates an 

active barrier on surfaces that kills bacteria and mold 

on contact for 90 days. It also reduces airborne 

bacteria by eliminating surface bacteria, improving air 

quality. 

9 0  - D A Y  P R O T E C T I O N

6 - H O U R  P R O T E C T I O N

Hand Protectant
KLEAN's hand protectant is an alcohol-free solution

that kills and protects hands from bacteria for 6 hours. 

Apply KLEAN's hand protectant in the morning and you

can shake hands and touch surfaces for at least 6 

hours. This helps to reduce the spread of germs and 

infection.

P R O T E  C T S  F O R  7 5  W A S H E S

Fabric Protectant
KLEAN's fabric protectant is a laundry softener that kills 

and protects treated fabric from bacteria for up to 75 

washes. During this time, the fabric is essentially 

antimicrobial. This helps to reduce the spread of germs 

and infection.
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For High Exposure Areas
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